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1. What is CanLII?
The Canadian Legal Information Institute, often referred to as CanLII, is a non-profit
organization funded by the law societies of Canada and managed by the Federation of Law
Societies of Canada.1 CanLII provides free online access to Canadian law through its website,
http://canlii.org. CanLII endeavors to support lawyers, the practice of law, and the Canadian
public by providing an accessible, searchable, and free source of law.2
CanLII was first envisioned in 2000 by the National Virtual Law Library Group to fill the emerging
demand for online legal resources and to become, “the best place to consult Canadian law.”3
Supported by the Federation of Law Societies of Canada and partnered with Lexum, CanLII
quickly grew into the outstanding legal resource it is today.
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2. Legislation on CanLII
CanLII provides access to thousands of consolidated statutes and regulations from all federal
and provincial jurisdictions.4 The legislation on CanLII is reproduced directly from Canada’s
official legislative printers.5 Past versions of legislation are easily accessible through a point-intime database feature. Previous versions of legislation can be compared to current versions
through a comparison feature. A legislation noteup feature is also available. Detailed
information about legislation on CanLII can be found at: https://www.canlii.org/en/info/legislation.
CanLII is not an official source of legislation.6 Official legislative sources must be consulted to
view authoritative or official legislation.
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3. Legislation Scope
CanLII obtains and reproduces consolidated Saskatchewan legislation from the Saskatchewan
Queen’s Printer FreeLaw website.7 FreeLaw is available at http://www.qp.gov.sk.ca/. This
legislation is up-to-date as it is retrieved by CanLII from FreeLaw on a weekly basis. Legislation
from other jurisdictions may not be as current. Details about the scope of Saskatchewan
statutes and regulations on CanLII can be found at: https://www.canlii.org/en/sk/laws/details.
CanLII provides the following historical coverage of Saskatchewan legislation:



Consolidated Statutes: March 2003 to present
Consolidated Regulations: March 2003 to present

In addition to providing current legislation, CanLII also provides access to previous versions of
legislation back to 2003. Please consult a print source in the Law Society of Saskatchewan
Library if you require access to older versions of legislation.
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“Details for Statutes and Regulations of Saskatchewan”. Available at:
https://www.canlii.org/en/sk/laws/details
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4. Why Should You Use CanLII?
A 2012 study by CorbinPartners Inc. explored CanLII use among the Canadian legal
community. 8 The study discovered that approximately nine in ten lawyers use CanLII for online
legal research and that 99 percent of users are satisfied. CanLII is identified as the first stop for
legislation or case law research.
Some of the reasons for using CanLII for legislative research include:





Ease of use
Convenient access
Favorable cost
Depth of legislation and case law collection

CanLII provides Saskatchewan legislation through a single user friendly website. It offers
convenient access and ease of use to those conducting legislative research. Legislation from
other jurisdictions is accessible as well. The major advantage of CanLII over other online
resources is searchability. CanLII features an intuitive and well-designed search interface. It is
possible to search CanLII and locate legislation with little information and few keywords. Pointin-time research is made possible through the point-in-time database feature.

8

“National Client Needs Study”. Available at http://canlii.org/en/info/CanLII2012SurveySummary_en.pdf
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5. Basic CanLII Use
CanLII can be accessed from the quick links area of the Law Society of Saskatchewan Library
homepage at http://www.lawsociety.sk.ca/library.aspx. Alternatively, http://canlii.org/ can be
typed into your browser’s address bar.
CanLII can be used to:








Browse for legislation by province
Locate known legislation
Identify regulations enabled under a statute
Note up legislation and identify decisions citing this legislation
View past versions of legislation
Compare past and present versions of legislation
Search for equivalent legislation from another province

The CanLII search screen appears as follows:

CanLII can be used to search for legislation in four primary ways:





Keyword search
Known item search (e.g., by legislation title)
Noteup search (e.g., by cited legislation)
Browse (e.g., by province)
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6. Legislation Search Scenarios
This paper will review five legislation search scenarios.








6.1 (a) Finding Legislation on CanLII: Browsing for Legislation
6.1 (b) Finding Legislation on CanLII: Searching for Known Legislation
6.2 Point-in-time Legislation
6.3 Noting Up a Statute
6.4 Searching for Equivalent Legislation
6.5 Repealed Statutes
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6.1 (a) Finding Legislation on CanLII: Browsing for Legislation
In the first search scenario, I would like to browse for The Saskatchewan Farm Security Act, SS
1988-89, c S-17.1. Begin by selecting Saskatchewan from the browse menu.

Continue by selecting the statutes and regulations link from the CanLII Saskatchewan page.

A complete alphabetical list of the Consolidated Statutes and Regulations of Saskatchewan is
displayed. Continue by selecting S from the statute menu.

10
The statute appears at the bottom of the list. An option to identify the enabled regulations
appears on the right. Continue by selecting the statute.

The Saskatchewan Farm Security Act, SS 1988-89, c S-17.1 is now displayed.

11
The versions tab, noteup tab, and regulations tab are located at the top of the screen. The
versions tab provides access to past versions of the statute. The noteup tab locates decisions
citing this statute. The regulations tab indicates the regulations enabled under the statute. For
example, two regulations are enabled here.

The currency of the statute, an option to open the statute in PDF format, and the proper citation
of the statute is located in the centre of the screen.

The full text of The Saskatchewan Farm Security Act, SS 1988-89, c S-17.1 is available at the
bottom of the screen.
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6.1 (b) Finding Legislation on CanLII: Searching for Known Legislation
In the first search scenario, I would like to search for The Administration of Estates Act, SS
1998, c A-4.1. Begin by entering the legislation title in the known item search box.

Continue by selecting the statute from the drop down menu that appears.

The statute is then displayed on the screen.
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6.2 Point-in-time Legislation
In this second search scenario, I would like to see how The Traffic Safety Act, SS 2004, c T18.1 appeared in 2007. I would also like to compare this past version of the statute with the
current version. Begin by entering the legislation title in the known item search box.

The current version of the statute is then displayed. It has been in force since May 15, 2013.
Note the text located above. It states, this statute replaces SS 1986, c H-3.1, c M-21.2, and c
V-2.1. CanLII often indicates what a statute has replaced.

Past versions of legislation can be accessed from the versions tab. Past versions are organized
by date and display legislation as it was in force and legally binding during the period shown.
Selecting the second version will allow us to view the statute as it appeared in 2007.

14
The statute as it appeared in 2007 is then displayed.

Continue by comparing this past version of the statute with the current version of the statute.
Place a checkmark in the compare box beside the current version of the statute.

The two versions of the statute are displayed together. Changes and variations between the
two versions are highlighted.
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6.3 Noting Up a Statute
In the third search scenario, I would like to note up The Family Property Act, SS 1997, c F-6.3
and identify decisions citing this statute. In particular, I would like to note up section 22 of the
statute and identify Saskatchewan Court of Appeal decisions from the past three years. Begin
by entering the legislation title in the known item search box.

The statute is then displayed. Continue by selecting the noteup tab and clicking on the search
icon.

Based on the results, this statute has been cited 556 times. Continue by specifying section 22
from the drop down menu on the right.

16
Section 22 of the statute has been cited 88 times.

Continue by narrowing the noteup search by jurisdiction, court level, and date.

Section 22 of statute has been cited five times by the Court of Appeal in the past three years.
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6.4 Searching for Equivalent Legislation
In the fourth search scenario, I am researching section 204(1) of The Traffic Safety Act, SS
2004, c T-18.1. This section states:

I would like to determine whether traffic safety statutes from other Canadian provinces contain a
similar section. Begin by conducting a keyword search for statutes that discuss passing, speed,
and emergency vehicles: passing /p “emergency vehicle” and speed.

The search retrieved 44 cases and 26 pieces of legislation. Continue by selecting the
legislation tab. Then, select the statutes option from the drop down menu that appears. This
ensures the search does not retrieve regulations.

18
The search retrieved 14 statutes that discuss passing, speed, and emergency vehicles.

The Highway Traffic Act, RSO 1990, c H.8 is displayed further down the results list. Continue
by selecting this statute.

19
The Highway Traffic Act, RSO 1990, c H.8 is then displayed.

The search keywords are helpfully highlighted in the text of the statute. It appears section
159(2) of The Highway Traffic Act, RSO 1990, c H.8 is similar to section 204(1) of The Traffic
Safety Act, SS 2004, c T-18.1.
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6.5 Repealed Legislation
In the final search scenario, I am researching The Devolution of Real Property Act, RSS 1978, c
D-27. However, I just learned that this statute was repealed in the past few years. I would like
to determine what replaced it. Begin by confirming this statute has been repealed. Enter the
legislative title in the known item search box.

It states this statute is repealed. However, it does not indicate what replaced it.

A strategy to determine what replaced The Devolution of Real Property Act, RSS 1978, c D-27
is to conduct a keyword search for Saskatchewan statutes that include the phrase “devolution of
real property”.

21
The search located three Saskatchewan statutes that include the phrase. The first and third
results are repealed. The second result is The Administration of Estates Act, SS 1998, c A-4.1.
The final step is to review the text of this new statute to determine that it replaced The
Devolution of Real Property Act, RSS 1978, c D-27.
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7. CanLII Tutorial Videos
The library has created an online series of CanLII tutorial videos. These can be accessed from
the quick links area of the Law Society of Saskatchewan Library homepage at
http://www.lawsociety.sk.ca/library.aspx.

The tutorial videos demonstrate how to search CanLII in a variety of practical ways.
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8. Additional Research Assistance
If you have any questions about CanLII or require additional research assistance, please
contact a Law Society Librarian. We are always happy to assist you over the phone, in person,
or via email. The contact information for the library is:

Email: reference@lawsociety.sk.ca
Phone: 306-569-8020 or 1-877-989-4999

